
Why Vegan?

What is a Vegan?

A vegan is someone who does not use,
consume or wear animals and
unnecessary animal products. Vegans do
not eat meat, dairy, eggs, honey or
anything else derived from animals.
Veganism is a moral stand against animal
exploitation.

Unnecessary Harm

We all agree that it is wrong to cause
unnecessary suffering and death to
animals. At the least, this must mean it is
wrong to cause suffering and death
simply because you gain pleasure from
doing something, because it is
convenient to do so or because it is just
plain habit.

Most kiwis are disgusted at things like
live sheep exports and beating dogs.
Peoples only justification for beating
dogs is that they enjoy it, they derive
pleasure from it. Just like we derive
pleasure from animal products.

Clearly this is not a good justification.



How much suffering do 

animal products cause?

Humans kill more then 56 billion animals
every year for meat, dairy and eggs, and that
figure does not include fish and other marine
animals. This means that our desire for
animal products is killing 1,680 animals every
second. Not only that, but because they are
being treated as commodities, their living
conditions are appalling.

Eggs

Many of us have heard of the conditions that
battery hens live in. Hens cramped into tiny
cages, without ever seeing sunlight or
experiencing anything natural. But even free
range egg product involves immense
suffering and death.

In order to get laying hens you need fertile
eggs. Half of these hatch into male roosters.
Because roosters don’t lay eggs they are
minced, gassed or suffocated within only
hours of being alive. When the hens stop
laying they are sent to slaughter.

Hens may be painfully de-beaked with a red
hot blade or laser, without the use of
anesthetics.

Dairy

In order to produce milk a cow must have a
baby. The milk produced by the cow would
naturally go to her baby calf, but because
humans want to drink this milk, the calf is
either killed on farm, kept as a herd
replacement or sent to a slaughterhouse.
Both mother and child suffer from this
separation. On dairy farms cows can be seen

bellowing out for their babies and
running after the trucks that take their
babies away.

Meat

Most people assume that the animals
they eat died a quick and painless death.
This is often not the case. Animals are
usually stunned, but stunning is often
ineffective. Many animals are alive while
being slaughtered, and calves may take
up to 2 minutes to die.

But even in the most ‘humane’
conditions, one fundamental question
remains. How can we justify killing
animals for trivial reasons like taste?

How vegan is vegan?

Vegans avoid all unnecessary products
that cause animals to suffer, die or be
treated as objects. In some areas the
local water supply may be tested on
animals. Some shampoos are tested on
animals, whilst there are many vegan
alternatives. Water is necessary, animal
tested shampoos are not. Both roads
and certain lollies may contain gelatine
(hooves and bones of dead animals). It is
necessary to use roads, but it is not
necessary to eat non vegan lollies.

Useful websites

www.nzdairy.webs.com
www.vegansociety.co.nz
www.abolitionistapproach.com


